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Abstract
By variational methods, we prove the inequalityZ
R
u002 dx 
Z
R
u00u2 dxXI
Z
R
u4 dx 8uAL4ðRÞ such that u00AL2ðRÞ
for some constant IAð14; 964Þ: This inequality is connected to Lieb–Thirring type problems
and has interesting scaling properties. The best constant is achieved by sign changing
minimizers of a problem on periodic functions, but does not depend on the period. Moreover,
we completely characterize the minimizers of the periodic problem.
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we prove the inequalityZ
R
u002 dx 
Z
R
u00u2 dxXI
Z
R
u4 dx 8uAL4ðRÞ such that u00AL2ðRÞ ð1Þ
for some negative constant I : This inequality is a special case of more general
inequalities involving terms like: u002; u00u2; u02u; u04=u2; u4:.. which all share the same
scaling behaviour under the scaling s/s2 uðs Þ:
Apart from its own interest, the initial motivation for studying such a problem is
connected with Lieb–Thirring inequalities. In [1], Benguria and Loss gave a simple
proof of a theorem of Laptev and Weidl [4] using a commutator method. It was then
natural to ask if such a method could also work for fourth-order operators as well.
This has been recently investigated by Hoppe et al. [3]. It turns out that the above
inequality plays an important role for such an approach.
Our main result is the following.
Theorem 1. The best constant I in inequality (1) is given by
I ¼ inf
R T
0 u
002 dx  R T0 u00u2 dxR T
0 u
4 dx
: uc0; uACNðR=TZÞ
( )
;
where CNðR=TZÞ denotes the set of T-periodic functions in CNðRÞ: The best constant
is not achieved on R but it is achieved on the set of periodic functions, and it is
independent of the period T : It takes values in ð1
4
; 9
64
Þ:
Moreover, for any T40; there exists a unique minimizer with minimal period T ; up
to translations. This minimizer changes sign.
The difﬁculty of the above minimization problem comes from the loss of
compactness due to the scaling and translation invariances. It is furthermore
interesting to understand the rather non-standard properties of the minimizers in the
periodic case, which for instance are always given by sign changing functions. On the
whole real line, we will show that minimizing sequences can be chosen as the
restriction to a ﬁnite number of periods of periodic functions, up to some tail,
whatever the period is, and that the inﬁmum is reached when the number of periods
goes to inﬁnity.
A result similar to Theorem 1 was obtained by Leizarowitz and Mizel [5] for some
inﬁnite-horizon variational problems of second order leading to a fourth-order
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ODE. Certain conditions where given in [6] to assure the uniqueness (up to
translation) of the periodic minimizer. For a similar ODE, Mizel et al. proved in [7]
(also see [2]) that any periodic minimizer has to be even with respect to its extrema
and is therefore a single-bump function. Peletier [8] proved using a cut-and-paste
argument in the ðu; u0Þ-plane that the map x/ðuðxÞ; u0ðxÞÞAR2 is injective.
However, the speciﬁcity of the problem considered in this paper is the scaling
invariance which is not present in the above-mentioned references.
This paper is organized as follows. We ﬁrst state some preliminary results in
Section 2. Then we prove Theorem 1 and some qualitative properties of the
minimizers in Section 3. The last section is devoted to numerical computations of the
best constant, whose value is
I ¼ 0:1580:::
and for which precise theoretical estimates still need to be found.
2. Preliminary results
Let us deﬁne
I :¼ inffQRðuÞ: uc0; uAL4ðRÞ; u00AL2ðRÞg; ð2Þ
where
QRðuÞ :¼
R
R
u002 dx  R
R
u00u2 dxR
R
u4 dx
: ð3Þ
By a density argument,
I :¼ inffQRðuÞ: uc0; uADðRÞg: ð4Þ
The analogous variational problem with periodic boundary conditions on ½T ; TÞ
reads
IT :¼ inffQTðuÞ: uc0; uAL4locðRÞ; u00AL2locðRÞ; uð þ 2 TÞ ¼ ug; ð5Þ
where
QTðuÞ :¼
RþT
T u
002 dx  RþTT u00u2 dxRþT
T u
4 dx
: ð6Þ
In the rest of this paper, we prefer to work with 2T periodic functions instead of T
periodic functions and consider ½0; TÞ as the standard half period, for notational
convenience. We also denote more generally
QJðuÞ :¼
R
J
u002 dx  R
J
u00u2 dxR
J
u4 dx
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for any interval J of R: QR will sometimes be simply denoted by Q when there is no
ambiguity. We shall prove in the following that IT ¼ I for any T40 and then prove
a series of results on the features of the minimizers.
Lemma 1 (Well deﬁnedness—First rough estimates).
1
4
pIo0:
Proof. Let uADðRÞ with up0; uc0: We observe that for smooth enough functions

Z
R
u00u2 dx ¼ 2
Z
R
uu02 dx
by integrating by parts. Then, for every l40;
QðluÞ ¼ l2
R
R
u002 dxR
R
u4 dx
þ 2l1
R
R
uu02 dxR
R
u4 dx
and the second term, which can be taken negative by choosing u non-positive,
dominates as l goes to inﬁnity. This proves the negative upper bound.
To get the lower bound, we simply observe that
Z
R
u002 dx 
Z
R
u00u2 dx ¼
Z
R
u00  1
2
u2


2
dx  1
4
Z
R
u4 dx: & ð7Þ
As claimed in the introduction, the variational problem has some scaling
invariance (apart from the obvious translations invariance), which play an important
role in the analysis of the minimizing sequences and their possible loss of
compactness.
Lemma 2 (Scaling invariance). For every uc0 such that uAL4ðRÞ; u00AL2ðRÞ and for
every s40; if we define us :¼ s2 uðsÞ; then
QðusÞ ¼ QðuÞ: ð8Þ
Similarly, for any uAL4ð0; TÞ such that u00AL2ð0; TÞ;
QTðusÞ ¼ QsTðuÞ:
Therefore, for every T40; IT ¼ I1:
The proof is straightforward and left to the reader. We now prove that the
variational problem over R reduces to the same problem but stated on periodic
functions.
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Lemma 3 (Reduction to periodic functions). For any T40;
I ¼ IT :
Proof. Let e40 and let uADðRÞ; uc0; be such that IpQðuÞpI þ e: For T large
enough so that suppðuÞC½T ; T ; u may be replicated as a CN periodic function and
therefore I1 ¼ ITpQðuÞpI þ e: Whence I1pI since e is arbitrary.
For the reverse inequality, we argue as follows. Let N be a positive integer
intended to go to inﬁnity. Let u1 be a 1-periodic smooth function such that
Q1ðu1ÞoI1 þ e:
We may build a function uAH2locðRÞ with compact support in ½ðN þ 1Þ; N þ 1 in
the following way:
uðxÞ ¼ 0 if jxjXN þ 1;
u1 in ½N; N

and u glues u1 to 0 on ½ðN þ 1Þ;N,½N; N þ 1: Then
IpQðuÞ ¼ Q1ðu1Þ þ O 1
N
 
oI1 þ O 1
N
 
þ e;
so that I  I1 can be made arbitrarily small for N large enough and e small
enough. &
The rest of the section is devoted to the analysis of the properties of the solutions
of the associated Euler–Lagrange equation.
Lemma 4 (Euler–Lagrange equation and regularity). Let us assume that some
function u is a minimizer either of Q or of QT ; for some T40: Then u is a classical
solution to the Euler–Lagrange equation
uðivÞ  2u00u  u02 ¼ 2I juj2u ð9Þ
on R and u is a CN function.
Note that the Lagrange minimizer coincides with the value of the functional,
which is unusual in non-linear settings.
Proof of Lemma 4. The Euler–Lagrange equation is easily obtained by considering a
variation of QJ ; where, here and below, J stands for R or ðT ; TÞ: As for the
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regularity, we ﬁrst get for any x; yAJ
ju0ðxÞ  u0ðyÞjp
Z y
x
u00ðsÞ ds

p ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃjx  yjp
Z y
x
u002 ds


1=2
by integrating between x and y and using the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, so that u is
bounded in C1;1=2ðJÞ: Because of the Euler–Lagrange equation, uðivÞ is bounded in
C3;1=2ðJÞ for the same reason as above. The CN-regularity follows by boot-
strapping. &
This lemma now helps to better estimate the value of the inﬁmum I :
Lemma 5 (Improved estimate).
Io 9
64
:
Proof. Let u be a C2 non-positive function with compact support. After one
integration by parts, we can write
Z
R
u002 dx 
Z
R
u00u2 dx ¼  9
64
Z
R
u4 dx þ
Z
R
u00  3
8
u2  2
3
u02
u


2
dx:
Let us prove ﬁrst that one can ﬁnd a solution to
u00  3
8
u2  2
3
u02
u
¼ 0: ð10Þ
On the support of u; deﬁne y :¼ juj1=3 and solve
y00 ¼ 1
8
jyj4;
y0ð0Þ ¼ 0; yð0Þ ¼ y0o0:
(
Then
%u :¼ jyj
2
y if yo0;
0 otherwise
(
is a solution of (10) on the support of %u: Moreover, it is of class C2 on R and
QRð %uÞ ¼  964:
Note that on the boundary of its support, %u000a0: Let us extend %u periodically. If one
had I ¼  9
64
; then %u would solve the Euler–Lagrange equation (9) on R and %u000 would
be continuous, which is clearly not the case. This ends the proof. &
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Lemma 6 (Lower bound for I). Let T40 and assume that QT has a non-trivial
periodic minimizer with period 2T : Then
IT4 14:
Proof. If we had IT ¼ 14; then any minimizer would be non-positive sinceZ
u40
u002 dx 
Z
u40
u00u2 dx ¼
Z
u40
u002 dx þ 2
Z
u40
uu02 dxX0
and because of (7), should satisfy
Z T
T
u00  1
2
u2


2
dx ¼ 0:
However any solution of
u00 ¼ 1
2
u2
u0ð0Þ ¼ 0; uð0Þ ¼ u0o0
(
has a non-zero derivative at endpoints T and T : This is again a contradiction with
the regularity of any solution of the Euler–Lagrange equation (9). &
Proposition 7 (Reduction to periodic functions that decrease on the half period). -
The infimum I is approximated by a minimizing sequence ðunÞnAN with the following
properties: each un has compact support and is made of the restriction to a finite number
of periods of periodic sign-changing functions which are even and monotone on half of
the period, up to some tail.
Proof. As seen in the proof of Lemma 3, we can choose a minimizing sequence
ðunÞnAN of I as the restriction to a ﬁnite number of periods of periodic functions, up
to some tail. The inﬁmum is then reached when the number of periods goes to
inﬁnity. Moreover, we know from the proof of Lemma 5 that un must be sign-
changing (at least for n large enough). We thus denote by xin the critical points of un
for every n with 1pipNn: Assume that for each nAN; NnoþN and that these
points are ordered: xinoxiþ1n for any i: If QðN;xi0n ÞðunÞpQðxi0n ;þNÞðunÞ; we do not
increase the ‘‘energy’’ QðunÞ by replacing unðxÞ by unð2xi0n  xÞ for any xXxi0n :
Moreover, if i0 is such that Qðxi0n ;xi0þ1n ÞðunÞpQðxin;xiþ1n ÞðunÞ for any iai0; it is easy to
build a new function u˜n which is even, 2T˜n-periodic on an interval ðNnT˜n; NnT˜nÞ
with Nn large and T˜n ¼ xi0þ1n  xi0n ; and such that u˜nðxÞ ¼ unðx þ xi0n Þ for any
xAð0; T˜nÞ and
QRðu˜nÞpQRðunÞ þ O 1
Nn
 
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(the idea is to take sufﬁciently many periods, i.e. Nn large enough, and to then glue
the function to 0 as in the proof of Lemma 3). By construction, u˜n is monotone on
ð0; T˜nÞ and up to a shift of a half period, we may assume that it is strictly
decreasing. &
3. Proof of the main result
According to the results of Section 2, the minimization problem in the whole space
is reduced to the minimization problem in the periodic case. It remains to prove that
IT is achieved for some T40; which is the core of the proof of Theorem 1.
Proposition 8 (Existence of a minimizer for the periodic case). For any T40; there
exists a smooth non-trivial function u of period 2T such that
QT ðuÞ ¼ I :
Moreover, there is at least one minimizer u which attains its absolute maximum at 0 (up
to a translation), satisfies uð0Þ40; u0ð0Þ ¼ u0ðTÞ ¼ 0; and is even, decreasing on ð0; TÞ:
In addition, u changes sign in ð0; TÞ and solves on R the fourth-order ODE
uðivÞ  2u00u  u02 ¼ 2I juj2u;
uð þ 2TÞ ¼ uðÞ:
(
ð11Þ
Proof. Let us start with some preliminary considerations. By density, the inﬁmum of
Q on R can be computed on the set of smooth functions with compact support:
I ¼ inf
uADðRÞ
QðuÞ:
According to Lemma 3, it is clear that
I ¼ inf
uACNperðRÞ
QTðuÞðuÞ;
where 2TðuÞ is the minimal period of u: According to Proposition 7, we can further
ask that u is monotone decreasing on ð0; TðuÞÞ and even. Thus, we can reduce the
problem to the case of Neumann boundary conditions
I ¼ inf
uAN T
Qð0;TÞðuÞ;
where N T is the set of the 2T-periodic even functions uACNðRÞ such that u0o0 on
ð0; TÞ and u0ð0Þ ¼ u0ðTÞ ¼ 0: Because of Lemma 2, since for us :¼ s2 uðsÞ;
Qð0;TðusÞÞðusÞ ¼ Qð0;TðuÞÞðuÞ
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with TðusÞ ¼ TðuÞ=s; there is no restriction to assume that TðuÞ ¼ 1: Thus
I ¼ inf
uACNðRÞ
u0o0 on ð0;1Þ; u0ð0Þ¼u0ð1Þ¼0
Qð0;1ÞðuÞ:
To ﬁnd a minimizer to the above minimization problem, we shall consider a
minimizing sequence ðunÞnAN of the following equivalent minimization problem of
Nehari type:
I ¼ inf
uAN TðuÞR TðuÞ
0
juj4 dx¼1
Z TðuÞ
0
½u002  u00u2 dx: ð12Þ
Since for umðxÞ :¼ m1=4uðm xÞ; the quantity
m/
Z TðumÞ
0
½u002m  u00mu2m dx ¼ m7=2
Z TðuÞ
0
u002 dx  m7=4
Z TðuÞ
0
u00u2 dx
has a minimum for
m7=4 ¼
R TðuÞ
0 u
00u2 dx
2
R TðuÞ
0 u
002 dx
there is no restriction to assume that the problem has already been optimized with
respect to m; so that we may further impose
Z TðuÞ
0
u00u2 dx ¼ 2
Z TðuÞ
0
u002 dx:
It is then clear that
Qð0;TðuÞÞðuÞo0
since
R TðuÞ
0 ½u002  u00u2 ¼ 
R TðuÞ
0 u
002: Going back to the minimizing sequence, we
impose that
Z TðunÞ
0
junj4 dx ¼ 1 and
Z TðunÞ
0
u00nu
2
n dx ¼ 2
Z TðunÞ
0
u002n dx;
so that
lim
n-N
Z TðunÞ
0
u002n dx ¼ jI j and limn-N
Z TðunÞ
0
u00nu
2
n dx ¼ 2 jI j: ð13Þ
Deﬁne now Tn ¼ TðunÞ and assume ﬁrst that lim infn-þN Tn ¼ þN: There is no
restriction to assume that un is strictly sign changing (if not, we would obtain:
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IX 964): For any nAN; there exists an xnAð0; TnÞ such that unðxnÞ ¼ 0: Let us prove
that lim infn-þN un0ðxnÞ ¼ 0: For that purpose, consider %unðÞ ¼ unð þ xnÞ: Since un
is non-increasing,
unðxÞXunðxn  1Þ ¼ %unð1Þ 8xAð0; xn  1Þ
if xn41; and
%unð1Þ ¼ unðxn þ 1ÞXunðxÞ 8xAðxn þ 1; TnÞ
if xnoTn  1: For n large enough, at least one of these two conditions has to be
satisﬁed and either xn-þN or Tn  xn-þN: Since ðunÞnAN is bounded in
L4ð0; TnÞ; this means that either %unð1Þ-0 or %unð1Þ-0: On the other hand, ð %unÞnAN
is bounded in H2ð1; 1Þ and therefore converges up to the extraction of a
subsequence to a limit %u weakly in H2ð1; 1Þ and strongly in C1;1=2ð1; 1Þ:
Since %u  0 either on ð1; 0Þ or on ð0; 1Þ; %u0ð0Þ ¼ 0; this proves that
lim infn-þN un0ðxnÞ ¼ 0:
It is then easy to check that for the minimizing sequence ðunÞnAN; we can impose
un
0ðxnÞ ¼ 0 for any nAN; up to a small change of the sequence ðunÞnAN: But this is
contradictory with the fact that
Z Tn
0
½u002n  u00nu2n dx ¼
Z xn
0
½u002n þ 2unun02 dx
 9
64
Z Tn
xn
junj4 dx þ
Z Tn
xn
u00n 
3
8
u2n 
2
3
un
02
un


2
dx
X  9
64
Z Tn
xn
junj4 dx;
 9
64
pQ½0;Tnðun ÞpQ½xn;TnðunÞpQ½0;TnðunÞ;
which proves that ðun ÞnAN is also a minimizing sequence for Q and shows that
I ¼  9
64
; a contradiction with Lemma 5.
Thus, we know that lim supn-þN TnoþN; eventually up to the extraction of a
subsequence. Let us rescale the minimizing sequence ðunÞnAN:
vnðxÞ ¼ T1=4n unðTn xÞ 8xAð0; 1Þ; ð14Þ
so that vn is monotone decreasing on ð0; 1Þ; vn0ð0Þ ¼ vn0ð1Þ ¼ 0; and (13) can be
rephrased into
lim
n-N
T7=2n
Z 1
0
v002n dx ¼ jI j and limn-N T
7=4
n
Z 1
0
v00njvnj2 dx ¼ 2 jI j: ð15Þ
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Note that Z 1
0
jvnj4 dx ¼
Z Tn
0
junj4 dx ¼ 1 8nAN:
Depending on the asymptotic behaviour of ðTnÞnAN; there are two possible cases:
(i) If lim supn-N Tn ¼ 0; then, because of (14), lim supn-N
R 1
0
v002n dx ¼ 0: There-
fore, as vn
0ð0Þ ¼ 0; vn0ðxÞ ¼
R x
0 v
00
nðtÞ dt; and ðvn0ÞnAN uniformly converges to 0:
Since vn cancels in ð0; 1Þ; the same argument shows that ðvnÞnAN uniformly
converges to 0: This is a contradiction with the assumption that
R 1
0
jvnj4 dx ¼ 1
for any nAN:
(ii) Up to the extraction of a subsequence, ðTnÞnAN converges to some ﬁnite limit T
in ð0;þNÞ: Then R 10 v002n dx is uniformly bounded and, up to the extraction of a
further subsequence, ðvnÞnAN weakly converges in H2ð0; 1Þ and uniformly to
some function v which is even, 1-periodic and non-increasing over the half-
period for the same reason as in Proposition 7. By Rellich’s compactness
theorem, ðvnÞnAN strongly converges in L4ð0; 1Þ and
R 1
0
v4 dx ¼ 1: Due to (15)
and denoting uðxÞ :¼ T1=4 vðx=TÞ; we get
jI j ¼ lim inf
n-N
T7=2n
Z 1
0
v002n dx
XT7=2
Z 1
0
v002 dx ¼
Z T
0
u002 dx ð16Þ
and
2jI j ¼ lim
n-N
T7=4n
Z 1
0
v00n jvnj2 dx
¼T7=4
Z 1
0
v00jvj2 dx ¼
Z T
0
u00juj2 dx; ð17Þ
together with
R T
0 u
4 dx ¼ 1: Owing to the two facts that u is 2T periodic and
even, it is then straightforward to check that u is a minimizer for IT : As a
consequence the inequality in (16) is an equality and up to the extraction of a
subsequence ðvnÞnAN strongly converges to v in H2locðRÞ-C1;1=2: In particular
u0ð0Þ ¼ u0ðTÞ ¼ 0 holds and u is non-increasing and changes sign on the half-
period.
This ends the proof of the existence of a minimizer, after an eventual rescaling
according to Lemma 2. The Euler–Lagrange equation (11) is easily deduced, as
already noted in Lemma 4.
Moreover u is decreasing on ð0; TÞ: If it was not the case, u would be constant on
some interval and by the Euler–Lagrange equation this constant would be 0: But
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since u is not identically 0 (because of
R T
0
u4 dx ¼ 1), this would be a contradiction
with the Cauchy–Lispschitz theorem. &
Remark 1 (Lower bound for the period). One can give an explicit lower bound for
the value of lim infn-N Tn as follows:
jvn0ðxÞj2 ¼
Z x
0
v00nðtÞ dt
 2
px
Z 1=2
0
jv00nðtÞj2 dt
if 0pxp1
2
; whereas
jvn0ðxÞj2 ¼
Z 1
x
v00nðtÞ dt
 2
pð1 xÞ
Z 1
1=2
jv00nðtÞj2 dt
if 1
2
pxp1: Thus
jjvn0jjLNp
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
2
Z 1
0
jv00n j2 dx
s
and since vn changes sign in ð0; 1Þ;
jjvnjjLNpjjvn0jjLN :
Thus,
1 ¼
Z 1
0
jvnj4 dxp1
4
Z 1
0
jv00n j2 dx
 2
B
1
4
T7n jI j2
from which we deduce that
lim inf
n-N
TnXðjI j=2Þ2=7:
We are now going to prove that such a minimizer is unique. We begin with the
following:
Lemma 9 (Inﬁmum). Any periodic solution of
uðivÞ  2uu00  u02 þ 2ljuj2 u ¼ 0
uð0Þ ¼ 1; u00ð0Þ ¼ a; u0ð0Þ ¼ u000ð0Þ ¼ 0
(
ð18Þ
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with l ¼ QTðuÞðuÞ satisfies
u00ð0Þ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
QTðuÞðuÞ
q
:
Recall that in the case of the Euler–Lagrange equation, l ¼ I :
Proof. We denote T ¼ TðuÞ and l ¼ QTðuÞðuÞ to lighten the notation. Multiply
(18) by u and xu0 and integrate on ð0; 2 TÞ:
Z 2T
0
u002 dx þ 3
Z 2T
0
uu02 dx þ 2l
Z 2T
0
u4 dx ¼ 0;
Tðl ju00ð0Þj2Þ þ 3
2
Z 2T
0
u002 dx þ
Z 2T
0
uu02 dx  l
2
Z 2T
0
u4 dx ¼ 0:
Moreover, by deﬁnition of l;
Z 2T
0
u002 dx þ 2
Z 2T
0
uu02 dx þ l
Z 2T
0
u4 dx ¼ 0:
Combining these estimates, we get
QTðuÞðuÞ ¼ ju00ð0Þj2;
which ends the proof. &
Corollary 10 (Uniqueness). For a given period T40; there is only one minimizer uT
of IT which is even and decreasing over the half period.
By the scaling invariance (Lemma 2) we deduce that all such periodic minimizers
uT are deduced from each other by a change of scale.
Proof of Corollary 10. Uniqueness follows from Lemma 9 if we prove ﬁrst that
u000ð0Þ ¼ 0: Assume that this is not the case and consider u˜ deﬁned by
u˜ðxÞ ¼ uðxÞ if xA½0; TðuÞÞ;
uðxÞ if xAðTðuÞ; 0Þ

and extend it by periodicity. It is easy to check that
QðTðuÞ;0ÞðuÞ ¼ Qð0;TðuÞÞðuÞ ¼ I :
If this was not the case, say if QðTðuÞ;0ÞðuÞoQð0;TðuÞÞðuÞ; then we would indeed get
QðTðuÞ;TðuÞÞðu˜ÞoI :
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This means that u˜ is also a minimizer and solves the Euler–Lagrange equation on
ðTðuÞ; TðuÞÞ: The function u˜ðivÞ is bounded in L2ðTðuÞ; TðuÞÞ; which implies
that u˜000 is continuous at x ¼ 0: then, by unique continuation, u˜000ð0Þ ¼ u˜000ð0þÞ ¼
u000ð0Þ ¼ 0: &
Proposition 11 (I is not a minimum). The infimum I is not achieved by a function in
L4ðRÞ:
Proof. Let us prove it by contradiction. Assume that I has a minimizer u in L4ðRÞ:
Because of the Euler–Lagrange equation, u is smooth and has to decay to 0
at inﬁnity. Because of the uniqueness of the solutions of the Euler–Lagrange
equation, u cannot have compact support. The function u has inﬁnitely many
critical points, otherwise it is easy to deﬁne the tails of u as ujðN;
%
xÞ and ujð %x;þNÞ
where
%
x and %x are, respectively, the smallest and the largest critical points of u: The
contribution of the tails to QRðuÞ ¼ QðN;
%
xÞðujðN;
%
xÞÞ þ Qjð
%
x; %xÞðuÞ þ Qð %x;þNÞðujð %x;þNÞÞ
is clearly not optimal, for the same reason as in the proof of Proposition 8 (case
Tn-þN).
Between two critical points, u solve (12) and is therefore made of the half of a
periodic function. By Corollary 10, the solution is uniquely determined, which means
that u itself is periodic. This is clearly a contradiction with the assumption that u
belongs to L4ðRÞ: &
4. A numerical computation of the inﬁmum
In this last section, we rely on the properties of the particular periodic minimizers
which have been built in the previous section—that is, minimizers which are even
with an absolute maximum at 0 (up to a translation) and decrease over the half
period—to provide schemes in order to numerically compute the value of the
inﬁmum I :
Any such minimizer of the periodic problem solves the Euler–Lagrange equation
(11) and satisﬁes
uð0Þ ¼ max
ðTðuÞ;TðuÞÞ
u;
so that
u0ð0Þ ¼ u000ð0Þ ¼ 0:
Furthermore, up to a rescaling (which means that one has to change the period
accordingly), we may assume that
uð0Þ ¼ 1:
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This reduces the problem of ﬁnding a solution to a shooting problem in terms of
a ¼ u00ð0Þ
once the value of I is known. To determine I ; we shall therefore proceed as follows:
Determine ﬁrst the parameter aX0 such that for lo1
4
; Eq. (18) has a solution u such
that u0 changes sign. It is an open question to determine theoretically the range of l
and a for which such a solution exists. Numerically, for lAð 9
64
; 1
4
Þ we ﬁnd a ¼ aðlÞ by
a shooting method as follows: For a and l given, we solve (18) and deﬁne Tða; lÞ as
the ﬁrst positive critical point of the solution, say ua;l:
Tða; lÞ :¼ inffx40: ua;l0ðxÞ ¼ 0g:
It is not clear that such a quantity is always well deﬁned and ﬁnite since ua;l can be
monotone decreasing or can even eventually explode monotonically. However,
numerically we observe that this quantity makes sense.
Then for a ﬁxed l we minimize Qð0;Tða;lÞÞðua;lÞ on the set of the positive a for which
TðlÞ :¼ Tða; lÞ is ﬁnite. This determines aðlÞ: By periodicity, we extend the function
uaðlÞ;l from ðTðlÞ; TðlÞÞ to R: Denote this extension by ul: There is no reason why
u00l
0 should be continuous at x ¼ TðlÞ; and in general ul is not a solution of (18) on R:
Note that by construction u00l
0ð0Þ ¼ 0 and ul is even. Then we minimize again
JðlÞ :¼ Qð0;TðlÞÞðulÞ:
It is easy to prove that if JðlÞ is well deﬁned on ð 9
64
; 1
4
Þ; then
inf
lAð 9
64
;
1
4
Þ
JðlÞ ¼ I ¼ JðIÞ:
Note that uI is a solution of (18) on R: Numerically, we ﬁnd
Alternatively, we can take advantage of the property stated in Lemma 9. Deﬁne u˜l as
the solution of (18) with a ¼ ﬃﬃﬃlp and
T˜ðlÞ :¼ inffx40: u˜l0ðxÞ ¼ 0g:
There is again no a priori reason why this quantity should be ﬁnite or even well
deﬁned, but numerically this makes sense. If we compute
J˜ðlÞ :¼ Qð0;T˜ðlÞÞðu˜lÞ
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and numerically solve the equation
J˜ðlÞ þ l ¼ 0 ð19Þ
it is easy to check that
I ¼ J˜ðIÞ:
In practice, the curves l/JðlÞ and l/J˜ðlÞ are almost the same but the second
method is much more efﬁcient. Numerically, Eq. (19) has a single solution for
lAð0:1; 1
4
Þ (Fig. 1). Note that on R; u˜l is a solution of (18) which is not necessarily
2T˜ðlÞ periodic. However, exactly as in the ﬁrst method, it is a good family of test
functions since it contains the minimizer (Fig. 2).
Let us conclude with a remark on quadratures. The equation for a minimizer can
be reduced to a ﬁrst-order one as follows. Consider the Euler–Lagrange equation:
uðivÞ  2uu00  u02  2Iu3 ¼ 0;
multiply it by u0 and integrate:
u0uðiiiÞ  1
2
ðu00Þ2  ðu0Þ2u  1
2
Iu4 ¼ 0;
where it is easy to check that the constant of integration is zero. Then we can set
u0 ¼ FðuÞ
for an unknown function F ; and it is easy to check that the function y :¼ F 3=2
satisﬁes:
y00 ¼ 3
2
y1=3u þ 3
4
Iu4y5=3:
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Fig. 1. Plot of the function JðlÞ when l varies in the interval ð0:1; 1
4
Þ: Note that 0:1o 9
64
E0:140625yo1
4
¼
0:25: The minimum I ¼ l is given as the solution of JðlÞ ¼ l: Also note that the scales are not the same
for l and m:
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From the scaling property of the original equation, it follows that y can be written as
y0 ¼ u5=4 f y
u9=4
 
;
where f ¼ f ðzÞ; z ¼ y=u9=4; has to satisfy
f 0ð f  9
4
zÞ ¼ 5
4
f þ 3
2
z1=3 þ 3
4
Iz5=3:
Thus our particular fourth-order ODE can be reduced by successive quadratures to
the integration of a ﬁrst-order ODE.
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Fig. 2. Plot of the unique minimizer x/uðxÞ such that uð0Þ ¼ 1; u0ð0Þ ¼ u00 0ð0Þ ¼ 0; u00ð0Þ ¼  ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃjI jp : We
note that u changes sign and is monotone on ð0; TðuÞÞ with TðuÞE3:43963y :
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